RENTAL AGREEMENT
Horizon Car Rental N.V. hereinafter called the "Lessor". "Lessor" hereby
rents to a person (s) or any legal entity (s).The name ·and signature of such
appears on the front of this agreement. The person (s) or legal entity (s).
hereinafter called The "Lessee". The "lessee" is subject to all the terms and
conditions of this agreement.
Lessee acknowledges the terms and conditions of this agreement and
agrees to:
The vehicle will be returned to our office in the same condition as it was
given to the 'Lessee" the following items will be checked for missing tools,
gas cap, damaged rims, tires, burned seats, lost or damaged .keys, baby
seats ·etc. The "Lessee· will be fully responsible for any or all of the missing
items and is liable to pay "Lessor" for the lost items. The vehicles must be
returned with the same amount of gasoline or pay $15.00 per 1/8 tank of
gasoline, extra gasoline is none refundable, (we advise you to, stop at the
nearest fuel station and refuel) mileages are unlimited and free of charge.
Rates do not include fuel, taxes or any other governmental imposed rental
surcharges. The weekly rate will he calculated at six (6x) the daily rate, for
rental of 1to 3 days with an extension of more days the daily rate will apply.
"Lessee· is given one extra hour from the time of rental after such time
Lessee would be charged an hourly rate for each extra hour (US$10.00).
No Show/Cancellation:
Reservations are valid and honored up to two hours after the requested pick
uptime.If the vehicle is not picked,i.Jp within two hours of the requested pick
up time the reservation status will be changed to a NO SHOW and a charge
will be applied. Customers should contact us if there is need to change the
pickup time requested to avoid any problems or hassle. Any cancellation
should be done five (5) days prior to reservation date. Failure to do so will
result in rental charge applied.
Extension:
Once a customer leaves our facility .they should contact us if the return
date or time needs to be changed. Only the renter is allowed to extend an
open contraCt. Additional funds must be available on credit card to cover the
rental period. In the event funds are not available or a payment cannot be
made your request for extension will be denied and the rental vehicle must
be returned on the original return date and time.
Deposit:
The following credit cards are accepted for deposit and payments:
Visa, Master card.
Operations of your rental company "Horizon Car Rental N.V."
rented vehicle
a) "Lessee" is not permitted by law to transport more passengers at
any given time than is, legally permitted by law.
b) Small and compact cars 4 persons, mid size cars 5 persons, space
wagon or similar vehicles 6-7 persons, jeeps 4-5 persons.
Overloading of the vehicle bears a penalty equivalent to your deductible or
US$1,000. "Lessee" shall notengage inany drag race nor operate the rented
vehicle under the influence of alcohol,. drugs or any other toxic substance.
The rented vehicle must not be operated illegally nor by unauthorized
driver(s) operator(s) I spouses and co-workers accompanying the renter
will be permitted, as additional driver(s) I operator (s). The legal driver(s)
I operator(s) name will appear on, the front of this agreement. The legal
minimum age to operate a rental vehicle is 21 aild the driver(s)/ operator(s)
must be in possession of a valid driver's license from his/her country,
"Lessee" expressly acknowledges all personal liabilities:
a) Parking tickets and other traffic violation caused through negligence
by"Lessee"
b) Such. violation bea. a fine stipulated by law and the "Lessee"
must settle all (fines, fees, charges) and other obligations related
to the'operation, use or parking of the rental vehicle before his/her

departure from the island. Should the "Lessor" receive an infraction
charge that applied to a vehicle rented under this rental contract.
"Lessor" will recover the cost of the charge plus a service/processing fee not exceeding $100.00 per charge from the "Lessee".
c) "Lessee" is obligated to pay all government taxes, surcharges and
fees imposed by law.
d) C.D.W., theft, vandalism, arson, liability and personal accident
insurances are the responsibilities of the "Lessee".
All cost incurred by "Lessor" on behalf of "Lessee" will carry an interest of
1.5% per month.
"Lessee" directs "Lessor" to bill charges hereunder to any person
organizations shall be jointly and severally liable for payment of all such
charges. "Lessee" is liable to "Lessor" for the reimbursement of any other
additional cost incurred by "Lessee" during the period the rented vehicle in
his/her possession.
"Lessor" cost to "lessee" including reasonable attorney fees, repairs and any
other cost in collecting payments due under the terms of this agreement.
Theft insurance, "Lessee" is liable to pay "Lessor" a deductible of 50% value
of the vehicle, apolies only if the vehicle key is returned. If the key is not
returned you will be fully responsible.
Personal accident insurance, $5.00 daily covers up to US$1,500 medical
expenses if accepted.
"Lessee" is liable to pay "Lessor" a deductible of US$800.00 at a daily rate
of US$ 12.00 C.D.W Insurance
"Lessee" is liable to pay "Lessor" a deductible of US$1,000.00 at a daily rate
of US$ 10.00 C.D.W Insurance
"Lessee" is liable to pay "Lessor" a deductible of US$1,500.00 at a daily
rate of US$10.00. Vandalism Insurance. "Lessee" is liable to pay "Lessor"
a deductible of 75% value of the vehicle at daily rate of US$8.00 arson
Insurance."Lessee" is liable and fully responsible for all damages caused to
his/her rented vehicle by declining C.D.W., theft, vandalism, arson, liability,
personal accident insurance,stolen or lost parts,broken antennas, glasses ,
interior damages and any act of god. "Lessee' will incur a charge for the
entire electronic locking system, if the lost key is not found in 24 hours.
"Lessee" is also responsible for public liability unless insurance coverage
was taken on the reverse side subject to normal legal limitations and the
deductible 50% of any public liability claim arising and decided in favour of
claimanUclaimants. "Lessee" is obligated to report any and all occurrences
pertinent to the vehicle such as accident, stolen vehicle(theft), vandalism,
arson, towing of vehicle, lost or stolen keys, gas cap and all damages to
the "Lessor". Do not leave your"bags or any valuable items in the vehicle. If
your rented car returned with excessive sand. animal hair. dirty interior etc.
a charge will apply US$100.00.
Dutch Police tel: (721) 542-2222 or 545-5500, the Gendarmes "French
Police" tel: 011590-590-87-8833 or 87-1976, for emergency call 911 or 111.
Notwithstanding, any of the provisions in this contract; "Lessee" is liable
and fully responsible for any and all damages to the rented vehicle caused
by negligence or driving over the legal speed limits, leaving the keys in the
unattended vehicle, leaving the vehicle unlocked, driving while under the
influence of alcohol or qrugs. The "Lessee" or any authorized, unauthorized
driver (s) I operator (s) shall prove that the rented vehicle is operated in
accordance with the provisions ofthis agreement.
The "Lessor" reserve the right to repossess the vehicle at all times if the
terms and conditions of this agreement is not adhered to, .a repossession
charge equivalent to one day's rental is payable to "Lessor", "Lessee" hereby
indemnifies, releases and hold "Lessor" harmless and its employees for lost
or damage to property left stored or transported in the vehicle be "Lessee"
or any person (s) before, during and after the return of the vehicle. "Lessee"
shall further more defend and indemnify "Lessor" against all claims based
upon arising out of such losses or damages.

